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The swimming pool industry is experiencing a period of great 
development in the residential sector, where the strong 

demand for swimming pools, both above ground and 
in-ground, has triggered increases in turnover of 

sometimes more than 50%. This is a trend that is 
taking place not only in Italy but also in the other 

main European and non-European swimming 
pool markets and that, globally, is also 

affecting other outdoor-related sectors.

Italy boasts the swimming pool market with the highest growth 
potential in Europe, in terms of new residential pools built; at 
the same time, the prospect of a large, ready-made market for 
renovation is also to be taken into account, i.e. the renovation 
of the pool and the environment around the pool as well as 
technological regeneration, to modernise pools and make them 
sustainable with state-of-the-art technology. 

The extensive refurbishment market covers the entire Italian 
swimming pool market, both indoor and outdoor: public municipal 
pools, private pools for public use (commercial pools in fitness 
centres, wellness centres, spas, resorts, hotels, campsites, 
parks, farmhouses ...) and residential pools.
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For fourteen years, FORUMPISCINE has been the 
only show in Italy dedicated to the swimming pool 
industry and the fifth largest and most strategically 
important European show in this industry.
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Contractors | Building companies | Swimming 
pool installers

Swimming pools | Sport Centres

Wellness | FitnessClub

Buyers (spas, wellness centres, hotels, 
agritourism businesses, water parks, camping 
sites, thermal facilities, physiotherapy centres)

Designers | Building companies | Real Estate 
Agents 
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